DOI CAREER CONNECTION
PROVIDES PURPOSE-DRIVEN OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DOI WORKFORCE

Do you need extra personnel help to get work done?

Are you looking to increase your skill set or work on a different type of an assignment?

Find your opportunity through DOI Career Connection.

DOI CAREER CONNECTION

DOI Career Connection (DCC) is an online portal for sharing short-term broadening, details and lateral opportunities across DOI. DCC facilitates opportunities to broaden employees’ experience, address staffing needs, and build a highly-skilled workforce throughout the Department of the Interior.

DCC helps increase employee engagement/retention, and fill skill gaps within the workforces through the promotion of details and lateral assignments. DCC empowers employees to gain a broader understanding of DOI by, participating in cross-training opportunities, while increasing their proficiency in desired technical and professional skills.

WHO MAY PARTICIPATE

- Full-time (non-SES) DOI employees
- DOI employees must have supervisor approval to post or host an opportunity

ACCESS TO DCC

- Visit openopps.usajobs.gov/community/DOI
- Create your account to apply for opportunities

BENEFITS OF DCC PARTICIPATION

- Employees Sharpen or learn new skills, contribute to mission-critical projects, increase networking, collaboration & more!
- Managers/Supervisors: Fill short-term personnel gaps quickly, build capacity for increased workload, increase employee engagement and more!

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Visit doi.gov/pmb/seod/dcc
Contact dcc@ios.doi.gov